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Abstract:
ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) and TCV have recently joined the international effort of better
understanding runaway electron (RE) generation and dissipation, aiding the development
of the future ITER disruption & runaway electron mitigation system. The AUG post-
disruption RE beams can carry up to 400 kA of current and last up to 500 ms. Suppression
of REs was achieved with 0.17 bar·l of argon or 0.7 bar·l of neon massive gas injection (MGI)
into a fully formed beam using the in-vessel valves. A resonant magnetic perturbation
configuration was developed that leads to up to a factor of 2 decrease in the RE current.
TCV quiescent RE scenarios show RE generation at E/Ec & 15. MGI induced disruptions
can achieve a full conversion of Ohmic current into runaways and beam lengths of up to 650
ms. High-Z injections of argon & neon on TCV lead to enhanced RE dissipation, but not a
full suppression. Elongated plasmas were found to not generate RE beams. Pre-disruption
seed electrons have been found to survive the disruption on both tokamaks, indicating a
partially confined core during the quench phase.
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1 Introduction

Disruptions in tokamaks can lead to the generation of a relativistic runaway electron (RE)
beam that may cause serious damage to the first wall. The avalanche effect increases the
number of runaways exponentially, leading to runaway currents of several megaamperes in
a large tokamak. The uncontrolled loss of such a high energy electron beam is intolerable
and therefore the issue of how to avoid or mitigate an RE beam is of prime importance for
ITER [1, 2]. The European medium sized tokamaks ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) [3] and TCV
[4] have recently joined the international effort [5–16] of better understanding runaway
electron dynamics, aiding the development of the future ITER disruption & runaway
electron mitigation system. This paper reports on the first ever deliberately generated
post-disruption runaway electron beams on these two tokamaks, and discusses the main
characteristics of runaway generation & dissipation in the presence of high-Z materials
such as neon or argon.

2 ASDEX Upgrade runaway scenario

The AUG RE scenario [17, 18] is based on a BT = 2.5 T toroidal magnetic field,
Ip = 800 kA plasma current, circular, inner wall limited, low central electron density
(∼ [2.5−3.6]·1019 m−3), Ohmic, L-mode discharge with 2−2.5 MW of Electron Cyclotron
Resonance Heating (ECRH) applied for 100 ms just before the injection of 0.05−0.2 bar·l
([1.2−4.8] ·1021 particles, about 14.5× the plasma inventory) of argon gas from a low field
side in-vessel piezo valve (IVV) [19] with a volume of 100 cm3. A peak density increase
of 3 − 5× is observed during the induced thermal quench and the subsequent RE beam
phase. Spectroscopic analysis suggests that in the beam phase the density of singly-ionized
argon is comparable to the free electron density [18]. The circular shape was chosen for
better post-disruptive vertical stability, and the low density operation prevents the usage
of Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) or longer ECRH for heating. Argon gas is injected with
a pre-set trigger 1 s after the start of the discharge, at the end of the ramp-up.
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FIG. 1: (a) Runaway current evolution following various amounts of primary argon gas injec-
tions. (b) IRE vs tCQ fitted current quench time (note that the tCQ-axis is logarithmic). The
points follow a general trend, with a threshold for RE beam formation at tCQ ' 1.8 ms.
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The argon MGI produces a well reproducible disruption with a thermal quench time
tTQ < 1 ms and leads to the generation of 100-400 kA of initial runaway electron cur-
rent (examples are presented in Fig. 1a). After the first few ms following the CQ, the
beams are in a controlled ramp-down. Discharges carried out in hydrogen plasmas lead
to results comparable to deuterium, whereas in helium plasmas slightly lower RE cur-
rent was achieved. Utilizing the control system it was possible to decrease or increase
the RE plateau duration by about a factor of 2, up to the maximum beam duration
of tRE & 500 ms. Both directions are limited by constraints on the power supply and
the control system. A clear correlation was found between the tCQ current quench time
(calculated by fitting Ip(t) ∼ I0RE + I ′ exp{−t/tCQ} exponential decays on the plasma cur-
rent evolution between the TQ and the plateau phase) and the initial runaway electron
current (Fig. 1b), regardless of the type of RE experiment being carried out (indicated
by different point types). This trend is qualitatively reproduced by 1D simulations us-
ing GO [20], which calculates self-consistent electric field dynamics, runaway generation
and atomic physics processes. For quantitative comparisons modeling of the TQ/CQ RE
losses is necessary in the future. The RE generation threshold is observed at the fitted
current quench time of tCQ < 1.8 ms. Fast infrared cameras and a pair of visible &
infrared spectrometers (forward and backward views) [21] are employed to diagnose the
RE synchrotron radiation to gain further information about the position, structure and
energy/pitch distribution of the RE beam [22].
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FIG. 2: Two examples for the formation of an
anharmonic (m,n) = (1, 1) mode before the MGI
trigger at 1.0 s. Signatures of a (1, 1) mode are
visible briefly after the quench.

In some shots co- or counter current
ECCD was applied before the TQ. Co-
current ECCD lead to a ∼ 25% longer
beam, whereas counter-current ECCD
resulted in a ∼25% lower RE current
and ∼ 30% shorter beam. These results
indicate that ECRH introduces a fast
particle seed which survives the thermal
quench, which suggests that a complete
ergodization of the plasma core does not
happen during the TQ [23].

Time-frequency resolved mode num-
ber analysis of the magnetic pick-up
coils [24] (shown in Fig. 2) indicates that
a core localized, anharmonic (m,n) =
(1, 1) mode starts to develop before the
MGI. Signatures of a (1,1) mode are
found for several ms after the TQ in al-
most all RE beams, but only if a (1,1)
mode was present before the disruption.
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2.1 High-Z interaction

One of the main goal of these experiments is to better understand the interaction of REs
with partially ionized high-Z materials. Discharges were carried out where a second MGI
valve was triggered 70 ms after the first one, injecting various amounts of argon or neon
from different geometrical locations. Suppression of REs was achieved with 0.17 bar·l of
argon or 0.7 bar·l of neon using the IVVs (Fig. 3a). Argon injection from low or high field
side IVV piezos lead to similar results. Following the injection of 0.32 bar·l from the high
field side or 0.29 bar·l from the low field side the RE beam evolution was indistinguishable
down to ∼50 kA, after which slight differences were observed. RE suppression was also
possible using the ex-vessel electromagnetic valves [25], but more gas is required to do so.
An injection of ∼0.25 bar·l of argon lead to only a partial suppression and 0.35 bar·l was
necessary for full suppression, which is about a factor of 2 more than is required from
the IVVs. JET did not succeed in RE suppression using secondary gas injection from
ex-vessel valves [5], and while geometry was not considered to be the deciding factor, it
was important to show the effect of the injection distance and location.
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FIG. 3: Runaway current evolution following argon or neon secondary HFS IVV gas injections
(at 1.07 sec) into an already formed beam. (b) Average RE decay time as a function of injected
gas quantity. Crosses (×) represent IVV argon injection: black for only 1st injection, red/green
for HFS/LFS 2nd injection, orange is for RMP shots. Circles (�) represent argon injection
into He plasmas, while the pentagon (D) represents neon injection. Boxes (�) stand for EVV
injection with representing a conservative estimate of the equivalent injected quantity.

Not all of the 2nd injection experiments could be carried out with the same baseline
scenario. Therefore, for better comparison, a quantity normalized to the RE current,
the average RE decay time τRE [s] = Ip t=1.07/〈dI/dt〉RE is introduced and is plotted
in figure 3b. Different injection / scenario types are represented with different point
types and colors, as explained in the figure caption. Crosses (×) representing IVV argon
injections seem to show a monotonic trend (note the log-log plot). However, injections
between 0.2 − 0.5 bar·l could also point to a saturation with the 0.7 bar·l 2nd injection
being an outlier. The two-threshold theory of high-Z interaction [26] suggests a scaling
of 〈dI/dt〉RE ∼ nAr. Note that the figure shows injected quantities, and corrections
for different assimilation rates may be necessary. Further analysis and experiments are
necessary to clarify this picture.
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2.2 The effect of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs)

Multiple small and medium sized tokamaks reported results of RE mitigation using RMPs
[27]. Test particle simulations suggest that an RMP-induced “stochastization” approach
would probably not scale to ITER due to the size of the tokamak and the maximum current
in the ELM perturbation coils (see Ref. [28] and references therein). The AUG RMP RE
experiment considered two further possibilities: resonant mode amplification in the beam
phase or influencing the disruption dynamics. Mode amplification was unsuccessful due
to large edge q values (q95 > 10) in the RE beam phase.

The RMP system [29] was run in its most favorable configuration of n = 1, IRMP =
1 kA. As it takes several hundreds of milliseconds for the total perturbation field to
build up (due to the surrounding conducting structures), which is comparable to the RE
beam lifetime, the system was powered on 0.5 sec before the disruption was triggered.
A relative phasing scan between the top and bottom coil set was carried out using the
same ramp-up and gas injection scenario. ∆φ = 0,+180◦ and + 270◦ had no effect on
the RE beam. ∆φ = 90◦ lead to a significant drop in IRE and tRE, with ∆φ = 45◦

having the strongest effect (see Fig. 4a,c). Figure 4b shows (normalized) calculated values
of the m = 4 component of the perturbed magnetic field as a function of ∆φ relative
phasing for the pre-disruption (-�-) and post-disruption (-•-) equilibria. (Note that the
absolute value of the perturbation is about 5 − 10× higher in the pre-disruption phase.)
Figure 4c shows the initial runaway plateau current IRE(∆φ) normalized to the mean value
without perturbation. Strongest reduction (∼ 35% of unperturbed current) is observed for
∆φ = 45◦ (coinciding with the strongest δB for pre-disruption), with significant reduction
also at ∆φ = 90◦ (65±15%), which corresponds to maximum δB for post-disruption. The
application of RMPs increased the current quench time by up to a factor of 2, and the
beam currents decreased along the general trend (see Fig. 1b). This indicates that the
perturbation has a significant effect on the disruption dynamics and RE beam formation.
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3 TCV RE experiments
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FIG. 5: HXR blind detector signals as a
function of ne (core TS) and E/Ec.

On TCV both quiescent and post-disruptive run-
away scenarios were studied. The main diagnos-
tic tool is two arrays of multi-chord hard X-ray
(HXR) spectrometers, mounted on a top and an
equatorial port[30]. For most RE discharges dis-
cussed in this paper some of the HXR photons
are energetic enough to penetrate the collimator
(εHXR > 500 keV), therefore the “blind” detector
channels are used for RE detection. As most of
the HXR radiation comes from forward-directed
Bremsstrahlung [31], the horizontal camera is expected to pick up a stronger signal than
the vertical one. In all cases the baseline scenario starts with a BT = 1.43 T, Ip = 200 kA,
Te,0 = O(1) keV, Ohmic, L-mode, inner wall limited, low density plasma.

For quiescent discharges line-averaged densities of ne < 3·1019 m−3 are used. Following
the pre-fill the density is gradually dropped until REs appear, and in some cases the
density is then ramped up again to study where the RE signal disappears. In the presence
of sawteeth no hysteresis is observed, whereas without sawteeth a hysteresis is present,
similar to e.g. DIII-D measurements [32]. This suggests that sawteeth with a period of
TST ' 1ms lead to an instantaneous loss of the REs, and consequently, the measured HXR
signal is a signature of the RE generation rather than the accumulated RE population.
Figure 5 shows the state of the HXR blind detector signals as a function of plasma
density and electric field normalized to the critical field (E/Ec). No signal is present at
E/Ec < 15, the horizontal camera goes into saturation at E/Ec ' 20, while both cameras
are in saturation if E/Ec > 35. The observation threshold value around E/Ec ' 15
coincides with the findings of the ITPA joint experiment [13] and the current theoretical
understanding of near-critical runaway scenarios [33].

A robust, well repeatable post-disruption RE scenario was achieved at unusually low
pre-disruption line-averaged densities of ne < 2.5 · 1018 m−3 using both argon and neon
MGI at various pressures and injection quantities. While the quality of the MGI gas has
an influence on the RE decay rate after the disruption, in both cases a seemingly full
conversion of Ohmic into RE current was achieved (see Fig. 6a-b), as evidenced by the
vanishingly low bulk electron temperature (< 20 eV) and current decay time – at zero
applied loop voltage – much longer than the L/R time of the bulk. The RE beams start
at the pre-disruption current (typically Ip = 200 kA) and last for several hundred ms with
a record length of 650 ms. The full conversion is extremely sensitive to a pre-disruption
density threshold, ne = 2.5 · 1018 m−3 leads to a fast decaying beam with a lifetime
of ∼ 100 ms, while increasing the density higher suppresses RE generation completely.
Further decreasing the density while under the threshold does not change the RE beam
evolution significantly. The full conversion is attributed to a seed of preexisting “hot”
electrons already generated in the plateau phase, as is evidenced by a well defined drop
in the loop voltage (see Fig. 6c-d, at t ' 0.35− 0.4 sec). This also suggests that similarly
to AUG, part of the plasma core and the seed electrons survive the thermal quench.
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One of the main goals of the TCV experiments was to utilize TCV’s flexible plasma
shape and position control to develop RE beam control methods [34] and to determine
the direct and indirect effects of plasma shaping on RE generation and dissipation. The
relative vertical position of the MGI valve with respect to the plasma was found to have a
strong impact on impurity penetration into the plasma and, consequently, on the RE beam
evolution. Injecting gas at the level of the plasma upper point (“tangential” injection) led
to a higher post-MGI electron density and faster RE beam decay than shooting directly
into the plasma (“radial” injection). Using the ohmic drive, the RE current can be ramped
down significantly (∼ 2×) faster than its natural evolution, or maintained for the entire
duration of the remaining shot. An already formed RE beam can be moved up to 30 cm
vertically. At the most favorable vertical position for control, a decaying RE beam can be
kept under control down to a current of ∼ 20 kA. During the RE beam phase, a series of
sudden events can lead to partial loss of the RE current associated with bursts of HXR
and visible emission. In some cases these events led to a complete loss of the RE beam.
This is in clear contrast to the typical AUG beams which are inherently stable and show
virtually no signals of bursts or loss events.

FIG. 6: Examples of RE beams and the effect of 2nd high-Z injection on TCV. Left: neon, right:
argon 1st & 2nd injections. Evolution of plasma current (a-b), loop voltage (c-d), line-integrated
density (e-f) and X-ray signals (g-h). Colors indicate the different 2nd injections.

In the plasma shaping studies the main challenge is getting the exact same plasma den-
sity before the disruption (given the sensitive density threshold). The scenario which was
developed with an elongation of κ = 1.4 (while keeping the plasma top position fixed), lead
to no post-disruptive RE beam formation. Higher elongations, while technically possible
at TCV, were difficult to execute without changes to the density evolution. Changes of
elongation in quiescent scenarios also changed the RE dynamics, but the shaping changes
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sawtooth behaviour (which has an influence on REs) and therefore drawing conclusions
requires more analysis.

Injection of high-Z materials into an already formed beam was also performed on
TCV, and examples are shown in figure 6. As TCV is equipped with a singular ex-vessel
electromagnetic valve, multiple injections can only be carried out with the same gas and
pressure within the same shot. Both argon and neon injections lead to an increased RE
dissipation, but not to the same extent as on AUG using the IVVs. Also, increasing the
valve opening time during the 2nd injection lead to saturation. An example is shown in
the argon case of figure 6 (right), where no significant difference is observable between
10 ms and 40 ms valve opening times at 17.7 bar of argon pressure.

4 Summary

Dedicated runaway electron experiments were carried out for the first time on both
ASDEX Upgrade and TCV. Robust quiescent (TCV) and post-disruption (TCV & AUG)
runaway scenarios were developed with a runaway current conversion of up to 50% on
AUG and 100% on TCV. The beams are position controlled down to a current of 20 kA,
posing little risk to the plasma facing components. Secondary MGI of argon or neon lead
to an increased dissipation of RE beams. Using in-vessel valves a full suppression of the
RE beam is possible on AUG. Results indicate a survival of the preexisting seed popu-
lation during the TQ on both machines. Resonant magnetic perturbation was found to
influence the TQ dynamics and decrease the RE current by ∼ 50% on AUG. Elongated
TCV plasmas were found not to generate post-disruptive RE beams. Further experiments,
data analysis and detailed numerical modeling is planned in the future.
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